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ABSTMCT
The effects of instruction anq supervision of cheffers'
Adaptation of Flanders I Interaction Airalysis System (CAFIAS)
on the coaching behaviors of sedondary team sport coaches'
were studied
The subj ects for this study included ZO team sport
coaches at the secondary level who coached'a team sport
during the year 1978. Each subject was filmed by the
investigator on thr'ee separate occasions during his/her
practice session. These videotapes were coded by Dr.
victor H. Mancini wh6 is a reliable coder using CAFIAS. Tlie"
raw data collected from the videotapes were transposed to
computer data cards for comiruter analysis.
To deterniine 
'whether differences in coaching
behaviors as identified by CAFIAS existed between the
treatment dnd'control groups a nultivariat"e anarysis of
variance was per'forned. The hypothesis that there will be.
no significant differences between the coaching behaviors
of. secondary school coaches who receive instruction in .IA.
and thos'e coaches who do not receive instruction in'IA
was rejected at the .05 1evel of significance. These'
,results were then subjected to univariate analysis of t"'----
variance and identified 
.six of'the eight cAFIAS variables
to be significant. These variables included teacher use
of questioning, verbal; teacher. use of questioning, 
*4
nonverbal; teacher use of.' acceptance and praise, verbal;
?
?
?
、
、
??
（
?
?
?
?
teacher use ofraこceptenCe andにpr isし, nonverbal; pupil   ｀
・verbal initiation, teaこheriもuggestio■; and pupil nonverb,1.
゛`  initiation, teacher Suggestion.  The percent that each F
variable contributed to the significant difference wa5
described us_ing discrimipant funCtiOn analysis.  These
variables are pupil verbal initiationt teacher suggestion;
teacher acceptance and praise, verbal; pupil・nonv rbal
initiation, student suggestion; and pupil verlal initiati9n:
teacher suξgestion.                               ′
From the results of the data it can bざ concludea thごt
differences ■n coaching behav■ors do ex■st between those
coaches not instructed in IA.
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Chapter l                   '
`                           ′
INTRODUCT10N
Instruction,in teaching is tO faci′litate tudents'
learningo  The overall effectiveness of thb teacher
depends on the qual｀ity and apprOpr■ateness of the          .
inStruction and the transfer of the desire to learn to
the studentも。  This applies in the c、lassroom, the
gymnasium, or on the practice field.             ・
Evaluating teaching performance has bごccime impOrゼant
・   in the last 15 years,, and a number of studies (Giammatted,
1965; Sober, 1964; Urb`ach♭ 19｀66) have indicated that.
interactioi aialysis (IA) is a valuable ぜool in
descr■bing this performance through teaChing patterns and
behaviors.  Interaction analysis has been described as a
‐ノ    ‐method of obsOrV■ ng and descr■bing dimen ■Ons Of teacher
.and students behaViors in the classroom (Furst, 1971).
U,ing data compiled by trained obServers, this techniquσ
offers Objective feedback regarding the behaviors Of
these individuils.  Amidon and Flanders (1971), early    '
leaders ・in verbal inttraction analys■ s research,
 ヽdeveloped the most widely used system of interaction
analys■s to‐record the verbal  spects of cl,ssrOOm
behavior.  Flanders (1970) indicated that the iprinary
purpose of IA is to help teachers develop and contrO]・
their teaching behaviOrS・
‐  Teaching behaviors have been classified as         ・
‐                                                 1｀1.r  .
??
が.       2.
direct or ■ndirect.  The direct teacher ■s character■zeど
by an abundance of teacher lecturing, giving directions,
criticism, and justification of authOfity.  The indirect
teacher encourages more student involvement in classroom
interaction as opposed to the dominant direct teacher.
Studies (Gunnison, 1968; Moscowitz, 1966; Storlie,
1961; Wilsoi, 1966)employing FIAS to describe tOaching
behaviors ‐are evident in many subjects and at manア grade‐
leVelso  Since FIAS was originally´designed to record the
actual events which take plaこe within a classroom and the
sequence of these ■nteractions, it has proved to bO a
valuable obServational tool in rosearch (Flanders, 1970)。
The most popular use of FIAS haS been tO modify teacher
b′ehavior.  Investigations have exanined the effects of
FIASo｀n teaching beh/avlor (GQllman, 1968; Lohm‐an, 1966;
Narotsky, 1972; Ochoa, 1970; Parrish:, 1968; Retson, 1969)
and have concluded that teachers become more indirett in
their teachi五g behavior following exposure to FIAS.
The prbb19n With FIAS is that it is unable to tally
nonferbal happenlngs in the classroom.  This is eveh
more ev■dent ii the gymnas■um where much of the
classroom interaction is ■onverbal.  Cheffers (1972) saw
the need of a system in which nonverbal interaction
as well as verbal was measured and descFibed.  ・Th s,
Cheffers (1972)deve10pёd Ch ffers' Adaptation of
Flanders' Interaction Analysis System (cAFIAS).  An
一 ― ― ― 一 ― ―
        
―
―
~―
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3expansion of FIAS, this system included the corresponding
nonvei^bal categoiies and the'ability to describe class
structure, teacher agency" varibiy, ,ld various pupi"l
responses. CAFIAS is most appiopriate and workable fbr
physical activity classes. Recently completed stu0ies
(Getty ; 1977 ; Hendrickson, 1975; fi.ochester , L97 6; Vogel,
L976) of pre-service physical education teachers yielded
significant behavioral changes in teachers exposed to
CAFIAS. fiowever, these studi'es exposed oniy the
pre-service teachers to CAFIAS
Getty, (L977); Hendrickson, (1975); Rochester, Cf0Z6l
' Vogel, (1976) found CAFIAS to significantly aiter lhe
behavior of ilhysical education teachers. Can others uSe
CAFIAS to alter the behavior of a coach'in practice
sessions? Logica1-ly this se6ms probable since a physic"al
educator aqd ; coach operate- in similar settlngf. Neal
(1969) stated that the teacher must coach at' times 
. 
and J
that the good coach becomes a tebcher when needed; one is
not. good withbut the other. Interaction analysis systems
have been used by Bain, (19'78); Kasson; (L97D; Tharp and
Gallimore (1976) to observe the coach. However, Agnew
''(tgZl) was the only completed study found by the
investigator that used CAFIAS to observe both the fhysical
education teacher and the cobch. This investigation is
following ine next logical step to expose and give 
-
feedback of the coaches t behaviors to in-service coaches
/
?
???
?
?
?
4、 、
using CAFIAS. It is hoped .that through. exposure to CAFI.AS,
the teaching behavior of the coach may be modi-fied.
' Scope of the Problem 
i
.-------
. The effect.s of instruct.ion and supervision in
Cheffers' Adaptdtion of Flanders' Interaction Analysis
System (CAFIAS) upon the coaching behavi6rs of
secondary coaches were investigated. The subjects were
20 coaches who coached' team sports during 1978. The
subjects in the control group uiere observed three times
coaching during practice sessions. .Videotapes were made
of each subj_ect, coded by Dr. Victor H. Mancini, and later
used as feedback. The control gioup received conventional
supervisory feedba'ck iiI anal-yzirrg their' practice s'ess ions.
The subj ects in the treatment group were observed three
tines coaching. They. also received instruction,
supervision, and feedback in CAFIAS, and at analysis of a
computer print-out of CAFIAS on their first and second
videotapes. A statistically significant difference at the
.05 1evel was required for significancei
Statement of Problem
The effects of instruction and supervision of
Cheffersr Adaptation of Flandersf Interaction Analysis
System (CAFIAS) on the'coaching behaviorS of secondary
team sport coaches .were studied
' Maj or I{ypothes is
,√
There will be no signiTiCant differences between the
I
1
coaching behaviors of secondary school coaches who receive
(
instruction in the use of, interactioh analysis and those
coaches who do not receive instruction in the use of
iriteraction analysis .
Assumptions of Study
The following assunptions were fiade for the purpose
of this investigation:
1. The coding of cnpi,AS for an'entire practice
session yielded valid data to test ttre hypothesis.
2. There was no collusion between tre*Etment and
control subjects relative to this intrestigati<in'" 3
Definition of Terms
The foliowing terms were opdrationally defined for
, the purpose of this studY:
1. Interaction Analvs is (IA) is an observati'ona1
technique that records the frequency, of teacher-pupil
interpersonal behaviors.
z. verbal behaviors are observable, audibLe human
behaviors.
3. Nonverbal beharriors are observable hunan
behaviors that are not expre-sse? verba1-Ly.
4. ' Fldndbrs' Interaction Analvsis Svstem (FIAS)
is .a systeiri specif ica1Iy designed to obj ectively analyze
the verbal idteraction b.etwe.en tea.chers arid pupils as it
occurs in the classroom (Anidon Q Flanders, 197i) .
f
???
?
ー
?
―
―
?、
?
5。  Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Interacti・on
Ana■ysis System (CAFIAS) is a Validated extension of FIAS
developed to record verbal and nonverbal behaviors and
specifically designed for implementation in describing
teacher―pupil interaction in classes of physical activity
(Cheffers, Amidon  a Rodgers, 1974)。                ^
6.  Direct teaching behav■or ■s teac ing behav■Or
that limits students,' freedom of action in the.class
(Anidon a Flanders, 1971)。
.,
「｀ 7.  Indifect teaching bph,yior ■S teachiig b?ia、111,
キ      ι ギ
that encourages students' freedom of action in thさでclat'ξ｀・F
(ふidon a Flanders,1971)。        tゝ｀三・11 .1
、   8。  Coders・' reliabilily iS a cOnsistency of
F｀ililuilillpli」
ilitili::::ii:: ]::lifliiniolil:1 
°n the
9. Converitignal supervisory' feedbg:k- is .the input
,. :+.
directed toward'general teaching nethodJiogi.
10.  Secondary_co■,hep are,certified educators thati・.=r
coach athletes・on the secondary school level (gladeSi l~1夕);
11.  Coaching b｀6haviors are the way in whiChl:91Fh3S
behave while cpachfib (Neal, 1969).
12.  Tean sports are sports in which the ゴerformance
exhibited depends on a total group's performance。
Delinitations of・―this study
The following were thie delinitatiもns of this study:
1.  The subjects were 20 secondary c9acheS Of telmi. ャ
・'
トウ
=｀
へ|
す
sports for 1978 from .the central New York area.
Z. This study used one interattion analysis coding
system (CAFIAS) to determine diffbrences in the coaching
behavior ' {
3. Each subj ect was videotaped in a coaching
situation three times
Limitations of'Study
'The following were the limitations of this
investigation:
1. The findings related to coaching behaviors may
only be valid when CAFIAS is used as the observation
instrument.
2. The findings nay only apply to secondary coaches
of deam sports
??
Chapter. 2
REVIEIII' OF RELATED LITERATURE
. The. review of literature of this study focdsed on
three areas: the dbvelopment and -use of obser.vational
' systems, the use of observational systems in physical
education, and the observational systems used to look
at coaches.
The.Developilent and Use of
0bservational Systems
Looking at'classroom behavior in organized objective
ways, often called systematic observation, has been the
. concern of educational researchers for nearly 40 years.
In order that the role of the teacher be -modified and
improvecl to benefit the students, it has become important
that educators understand the methods of influence they
exert on the students t learning situation. The instruments
used -in systematic o.bservation have been d.eveloped for.use
in the learning setting for self-analysis of ths teaching
act.
- 
These observational inst"ruments have been general
typesofsigns,Tatings,orcategories.ihemaiorityof
observ"ational systems have been categorical. This
procedu're has ,been,needed to'"organize teaching so it can
be observed, recorded, and analyzed. Researcheis have
classified teacher-pupi1 contacts into specifically
defined behavioral acts,, objectively' and systematically
，
?
?
??
・                                                                  9
identifying, recOrdi五g, and ■easuring the events.thal
occur in the classroom.  one Of´the instruments designed
).fof this‐purpose・ has bёen known as ■nteractiOn analysis
systems (IAS).                                     」
A study by Bales (1950) inveStigated the verbal
interaction that Occurred among members Of small
problem―solving grOups.  Intloducing the term t'interact■on       ,
process analysisil, Bales' (1950) research led to thσ
later development of the systёms of interaction analysis
(IA) assoCiated with pupil―teacher behavior in claSsfooms.
Interaction analysis systems have been developed
over the past 18 years to measure the amount of studenゼ
interaction occurring in the classrobm.  Medley and Mitzel
(1965)r deVe10ped the Observation SChedule・and Record,
which has an 18 categOry schedule, to be used in dire、ct
observation of the behav■ors of teachers.  .     ・    ′
Four ma■n generalizations from early research in the
use pf systematiC observation were identified by Ober,     _     、
Bentley, and Mil.ler (1971).  They developed the Reciprpcal^
Category System consistinL of 10 Categoriёs for both the
teacher and the studёn , whiCh describes only verbal
behavior.  The obserヤational findings indicated:                 =
(1)ClassrOom atmosphere ls ■nfltenced most by the
teacher, (2)systematic observation can be used tO assess
classroom atmosphere with precise instrumentsダ
(3)teaching patteris cln・・be elogniZed with Systematic
ゲ
■10
observations, and (4) the nethod of presentation by the
teacher infiuences pupil-performance.
Flanders (1970) explained that since verbal behavior
is- easier to identify and occurs more often than nonverbal
behavior in the classroom, "it should be used for
observational purposes. Flanders (1970) developed
Flanders, Interaction Analysis System (FIAS), which is the
rnost wide,ly used system of interaction analys is . FIAS ,
a 1'0:category system, is specifically designed"to analyze'
the'verbal aspects of classroom behaviors. The first seven
categbries describe teacher talk, two categories relat-e
to student ta1k, and the fina.I category for silence or
confusion. Flanders. (1970) divided teacher behavior into
two basic categories, indirect and direct. Data were
collected on taliy sheeti representing behavior's that are \
recorded numerically every three seconds in sequence in
column. These results are then expressed on a 10 x 10
matrix, from which the teacher-student behaviorS were
arLalyzed.
classroom communication' systems were- designed
by Bellack (I967 ) and Galloway (1968). Bellack (1967)
had four categories classifying verbal student and teacher
actions in high school social studies classes. Galloway
(1968) looked at teacherrs nonverbal behaviors. His
systen was designed. around t.he original parameters of
FIAS and had three classification categories:
ヽ
ノ
,'   ¨ ――  ― -1
?
―?
?
???
???
Ⅲ                                   ll
・ 1(・1) encOulagingt cOmmunication, (2)´inドユb ting        ヽ
communication, and (3)neuttal.  A blagh was added
when、the observed behaviors were ehc9uraging and a dash
when it was restrictingo  lf the teacher's bёhavior
was solely nonverbal, the appropriate cOtegory number
was circled.  Due to a´lack of incoisist・6nt results
tsing this system, Gallowey (1968)concluded there Цds
iot a satisfactory method available for describing
nonverbal commuhication.
In 1960 a study using seventh and eighth grlde soCial
studies and math teachers was conduこted by Amidon arld
Flanders (1971).  The results revealed that both attitude
deVe10pment and achievement were significantly bettor for・
classes of indirect teachers.  Amidon and Flanders (1971)
did a follow―up of this investigation with a study
involving a greater number of teachers in the same subjlect
areas and levels.  These results were the same, but had
,itn・fiCantly hig,9r aChievement and.attitude development
for the indirect・group.  At the elementary level, Nelsbn
(1966)conduCtbd a study and discovered that indirect
teacher infltence related Positively to pupil achievemont
on language tests.  Direct teacher influence was found to
ihhibit students' development of written skills.
In arithmetic, reading, and social‐ Studies
FttFSt (1971)observed elementary school teachers.  Her    ・
results found that first and second grade teachers
?
??
?
?
?
?
were‐more direこt thai the・fifth und SiXth grade teachers,
except when lecture l■ questions were disregarded from   _
determining the behavior of the teacherse  Analy4ing
a number of elementary sch001 language arts Classes
Furst (1971)found´results that supported those of
Giammatteo (1965)。
The Verbal lnteraction Category System contained 12
categories and was'developed by Amidon and iunter (1966)
based on Flanders' ■Ork.  Influenced by Flanders's Sy,tem,
Furst (1971) conducted a、stJdy in whiCh She cOmbined
Bellackls Teaching MoveS (1967) and FIAS to reCOrd the
relationship between teacher behaV■Or and'stud nt
achiёvement.  Her result, indicated :that pupil achieVement
scores were higher When,under the influenceS of an
■ndirect teaCher, as_opposed to a direct teacher.
Flander's system.was als6 adapted by MOSCowitZ (1966)
for teaching fOreign language.  A computer program was
d:sighed by‐H00Ver (1975)around the parameters Of FIAS
tё giVe feёdback tO Subjects in a teacher tiaining program,
in regards to their teaching behavior.  A combinatiOn Of
v:deOtapes and cpmputer ass■sted f edback has been
determined as usefu■ to the subjects in helping shape
their behavi'or.
A new look into IAS
teacher managerial stYles
pattcrns that influenced
was introduced that described
.and teacher-puPi1 interactioh-
different teaching and learning'
?
‐
~ ・ ¬      =・
―
‐・  ~~¬
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patternξ.  Reed's′(1975)‐Observation System for Classr.oom
Managemeht had ll categories hnd was used to idёntify the
teachers' management styles. ′This system also deterhined―
behavior patteris the teacher may have exhibited whiCh led
to discipline prOblems in the classroom.  In 1976,
Finkelstein used the Brophy and Good Teacher―Chi・ld Dソdic
lnteraction System (whiCh COdes the verbal interaction in
the classroo■) to identify teacher and pupil behaviors
that influenced different learning and teaching patterns.
The restllts of this study shoW the possible existence of
classroom behaviors which are :'differentiated by the
conceptual tempo to the teacher・and.the student.1'
(Finkelstein, 1967, p. ・50).
The types of,verbal aこtions of the teacher that ttould
bё most effecthve in porsuading ζpedific kinus of lcarning
t0 0CCur in students wab a concern of Aschner (1967).  Her
categ9ry syStem prov■ded f6  the categor■zation of
intellectual tasks set by the teacher and the childls
handling of these tasks.  Hughes (1967) and Kohn (1967)weFe
also co五erned With・defining th℃ teacheris role and its
effect on thb students' learningo  Analyzing verbal and
nonverbal behavior of elementary school teachers, Hllghes
(1967)system cOncentrated on the Functions lerfOrmcd by the
teacher in controlling pupilsi behavior and develσping・the
content for thcm`  Kohn (1967) invcStigatcd thc nu1111)cr oF
ways kindergarten teachers arranige classr00m activities to
15
ダ
14
organi'ze the childrenPs learning.  The Coping Analysis
Schedule for Educational Settings has been deプeloped by
Spaulding (See simo, and BOyer, 1967〕 an f Cuses on the
overt behavior of children in the classroom or oth.er sc_hool
settings, and psychologichl dinenSiOns.
The Use of Observational Systems
■n Phys■caュ Education
Prior to 1970, few inStruments had been developed
for recording behaヤor .in physical education classes.
There are three ways in which physical education classes
differ from the classroom situation:  (1)―the amOunt of‐.
class time spent in nonverbal activity, (2)pupil
participation, and (3)the operational procedures
(Fishman G Anderson, 1971)。  Nёw systems were needed to
m`et thbse special demands that physical education
placed on.こlassiobm observational tざchniquёs   Several
systems have been developed to code these various types
of interactions (Anderson, 1975; Barlette, 1977;
Fishman, 1975; Fishman G Ahderson, 1971; Hurwitz, 1975;
」ohnson, 1975; Rankin, 1975; Siedentop G Hughley, 1975;
Short), 1976)。
.    In 1971, an attempt was made to colleこt a nu ber 6f
videotapes of physical・ education classeS for descriptive―
analytic reSearch purposes.  Anderson (1975)and hiS
assoc■ate、  compiled a v・deotape data bank which cons■sted
of 83 elementary and secondary physical education classes.
ノ
15
This project was designed tO devёlo  dbscFiptiVe systems
to describe all phases of behavior that occur during thq
lessons.                                           :
These .tapes were first analyzed with tlie Occurrence
of Physical Activities (AndlrsOn, 1975), a sySten that
class■fied the occurrence and duration of observed
physical education activities.  換 ugument d feedback
system was designed ly Fishnan (1975)to meaSure the
teacher's feedb,Ck given to students learning a motor skill.
Fishman and Ahderson (1971) develδped their system, whiicih
consiSted of six major categoriestald 20 minor categories,
with only the six feedback categories being applicable fOr
live use; hence a videotape machineiwas required tO uSe
this system Offectively.  The fOrms of feedback were
direction of feedback, time of feedback, intent of feedback,
general referent of feedback, and spec■fic refere t of
feedback.                                                 .
Following.a single student at a time throughout th‐9
lesso■b Laubach (1974)recorded the type and duratiOi Of:
13 described′behaviorζ、.  An instrument developed by
Anderson。(1975)distributed the teachers' behavior into
four areas:  (1)prOfessibnal functions,(2)modeS Of
communication, (3)persOns with whom the teachers interact,
and (4)the tppics of こommunicationI  These systems were
developed iin cOnjunction with the videotape data bank an(1
are still in・・the stages of development.  A system to.  tudシ｀
?」?
/
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in- service teachers was cles igned' 1py iHurwit z (I97 5) . Thisj
was defined as the Teacher!s Role in the'Learning'
Acti.vity Selection Process; it desciibed the various 'ways
,i '
in which teachers, dpring class, verbally provided
i'nformation for students to use in describing the 'content i
with which lhey deal and the way in'which they deal with it.
;
A systen describing the specific categories of the
operational procedures found in physical education classes
was designed by Johnson (1975). This system, Flow of
Teacher 0perational Procedures, classified the way. in
which a tea'cher employed varibus operationdl procedures.
The Rankin* Interaction Anaiysis Systbm (Rankin, 1975)
was ddveloped to.measure both the verbal and nonverbal
interaction that occurred during the teaching experience
of student teachers in elementary physical education.
The Competency Indicator for Secondary Physical
Educators was formulated by Short (1976) to measure the
competencies of physical education teachers. The
instrument is considered valid. when used as a rating
instrunent for department heads to rate secondaty
phys'ica1 education instructors. A study by Barrette
(1g77) described and analyzed the occurrence, duration,
and distribution of teacher behavior in phy,sical education
classes. This descriptive observational system is callecl
the Physical Education Teachersr Professional,Functions
which has.six dimensiohs: (1) function, (2) sub"script , '
〆
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(3)mode, (4)direCtiOn, (5) substance, and (6)duFatiOn。
Subscript and mOde results revealёd that physical educatiOn
teachers were doers and talkers, thus di`splaying a grёat
amount of teacher dominance and control in the gymnasiumo  r
A need for clasSifying the behaviors e面itted by
physical educatσrs as they teach was also felt by
siedeゴtop and Hughley (1975).  Their syStem, 0。S.U。      '
Teacher Behavior Rating Scale, has eight major categorie,
which were a combination and extensi'o■ 9f those d veloped
by Breyer and Colchera'(1971) and P01lack (1971).  Under
the direction of Siedentop at Ohio State Un■vers■ty     ・
reSearchers have trained physiこal edicators to‐modify their
behavior as well as their students (Cramer, 1977; Hutsュar,
1976; McKenzie, 1976; Stёwairt, 1977).        ‐
Pre―Service teachers were given the 'o,pOrtunity to
observe the behavioral techniques_being applied in physical ^
education settings by McKenzie (1976);  Student teachers,
participated in these behavioral workshops which inCluded
a variety Of behavioral techniques used to alter their
teaching behaviors.  This project led to an increase in
both the quality and quantity of services available from
the student teachers.  This Study was takёn a step´fur her
by Stewart (1977).  He ubed an observational recording
instrument to examine the teaching behaviors of physical
educators in their natural en,ifOnment.  A significant
correlation was observed in the teaching｀level with      t
/
―――     ――・― ¨中…… Ⅲ‐  ― ‐― ―……       1 -・キ :
Ipgsitive feedback and'positive modeling. j:
Theeffectsoftrainingcooperatingteachersin
appli.ed behavior analysis on student teaching behavior in
physical education was studied by Hutslar (fgZO) and
Cramer (7977). Elementary, cooperating tbachers were
trained for five weeks by Hutslar (1976) before working
with the student teaciier. Results indicated that
cooperating teachers were able to use applied behavior
analysis techniques successful.ly in changing selected
teacher'behaviors of their student tbachers. Secondary
cooperating teachers were trained foi six weeks by Craner
(1977). The results found by Cramer (L977 ) were identical
to those' found by Hutslar (1976).
. 
.Researchers have 
"fro modified FIAS so that it can
be used ih the physical education setting (Cheffers, L972;
Deutsch, L976; Dougherty, 197L; Love G Barry, 1971;
Mancuso, L972; Melograno, 1971; Nygaard, 1975). The.
Timer-Love Adaptation of FIAS. was used by Love and Barry
(1971) to describe a physical education student-teacher
program associated with the University of Maryland'. This
system added an additional category to FIAS and coded
nonverb.al as well as verba'l hehaviors in interaction in
physical education classes. A modification of FIAS to-
include the nonverbal dimension.apparent in physical
educati6n classes was also used by Dougherty (1971)
and Melograno "(1971). Adding 'an extra category to FIAS,
18
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Dougherty -(1gZf)' distinguistred meaningful nonverbbl
behaviors and subdivided the teacher talk categories intci
ii - 'j i c' t ' - rr I
, 
those !"it"i.,irr'g to the entire group'and those i-nteracti-o"ns
dealing only with individuals. Subscripting FIAS,
Melograno (1971) stud'ied the effects of teacher behavior,
teacher personality, and teacher choi'ce of educational
objectives oh student achievenent. If the. b'ehavior
observed was nonverbbl action, an "n" was placed beside
the equivalent verbal category. FIAS was used by
Nygaard (1975) to code and anaLyze the verbal' behav.ior''bf
teachers and students in'physical education clasSed at 
,,1
the elementary, secondary, and collele levels. His results
concluded that teachers in the physical education clssses
studied did most of the talking which limited the amount
l
o.f' student talk that could occur
A nodification of FIAS to train physical'educators i"
was developed by Mancuso ('1,g72) and Deutsch (1976)
Combining FIAS with the Love-Roderick nonverbal ca.tegories,
Mancuso (Ig72) also.added categories for purposeful and
non-purposefril motor activity.' This, systen recorded
verbal and nonv6rbal interaction in secondary. school
!,1
physical educatibn classes'. R'esults concluded that those
teachers trained in IA exhibited sign'ificantly more
' indirect behaviors than thosb te-achers no.t trained. The
spectrum 
.Adaptation of FIAS was used by Deritsch (1976) to
recoid the behaviors of, in-service physical education .
.20
teachers. Data lnaicated tliat those trained in the
Spectrum of Teaching Styles differed significantly in
:the use of encouragement and'in the amount of student
initiated resp'onses from those physical educators not
trained
Mancuso (Lg72) ?nd Melograno (1971) have reported 
.
1itt1e evidence supporting the reliability and'validity
of their adaptation of FIAS. Thus an adequate
observational system was needed that neasured the moment-
to-moment.eVentSoccurring,inthephysica1education
setting. This need to measure the interaction in physical
activities was seen by Cheffers (Ig72) who developed'
Cheffers I Adaptation of Flanders I Interaction Analysis
System (CAFIAS). CAFIAS, also an extensive expansion of
FIAS, is an observer system concerned with neasuririg the
verbal and nonverbal d.imensions of'human behavior. ''
Although this is its primary concern, CAFIAS also
included descriptions of c1.ass structure, teacher agency
variety, and an elaboration of pup'i1 response behavior
which are alL appropriate to physical education classes.
The validi-ry of, CAFIAS was' determined by comparing I'b1ind,
interpretations of matrices with "1ive" interpretations of
videotapes made -from sel:ected class lessons.
CAFIAS has been used by a number of. researchers to
describe and anaLy.ze the verbal and nonverbal interactions
(Batchelder, 1975; Doenges, Lg76; Mancini, tg74; Pratt; '
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1975)". Using CAFIAS; Batchelder (1975) described the
interaction pattefns in elementary nath, English;' and
physical education c1asse9. When the'three classes were
compared in either teacher objectives or observed
classroom behavior, physical education. was different from
the other 'two 'areas. The elementary teachers are most
direct in their behavior in physical education, most
indirect ih their behavior in math,.and most varied in
their behairiors in English. Nonverbal cornmunication is an
important aspect of all three but is emphas lzed most in
physical. education. The teacher is 
.the teaching agency.
for more than gOeo of ihe tine in all three of the classes'
, Identifying the teaching patterns of teachers rarith
clisruptive stiidents in their classes was researched by
pratt (1975) and Doenges (1976) using cAFIAS. The
students had been trained in contingency management dkitfs
to increase the amounL of indirect classroofll teaching'
identif ied by ,CAFIAS.
- 
under t*g different decision-making policy conditions
Mancini (Lgl 4) used CAFIAS to analyze the verbal and
nonvbrbaf interaction of students' and teachers. Throirgh
the use of CAFIAS, the ana.lysis of data revealed that
when children shared in.the clecision-making process in a
human movement program there'was (1) increased posi tive
pupil-teacher interaction, (2") increased student
initiative dnd contributions, and (3) increased variety
]「
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in the teactiing agencies employed. CAFIAS was used by
Mbrtinek (1976) to identify the teaching patterns in the
vertical and horizontal teaching models. It was
concluded that when motor ski11 development'is the concern
for the physi'ca1 educator, a teacher directed approach-
.1
where children do not'share in the decision-making process
appears to be better than decision-sharing nodel.
At Ithaca C-ol1ege under the supervision of Mancini, '
four master's thesis have been conciuded using CAFIAS
(Getty , Lg77; Hendrickson , Lg7 5; Rochester , Lg76; Vogel, 1976) .
I-lenclrickson (1975) exposed pre-service teachers to
Cheffersr systen and found these pre-service teachers were
more direct. than the pre-service teachers who received no
instruction in CAFIAS. The classes taught by pre-service
teachers tr,ained in CAFIAS exhibited more teacher
questioning, student contribution, teacher praise and
acceptance of student behavior, PuPil initiated behavior,
and more individual smal1 group instruction. A similar
study was concluded by Rochester (1976); however, both
treatment and control groups were instructed in CAFIAS
with the treatment group receiving additional training
in the coding of CAFIAS as an observational''system. Less
teacher talk, more teacher. questioning, and more student
initiaied behavior were evident in the classes taught by
those pre-service teachers trai?red in the coding and
application of CAFIAS
?
「
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‐Testing the effects Of training ■n CAFIAS o  St,dent
teaこhers, Vogel (1976) elabOrated the training session'.
Subjects in the treatment grcitlp received 10 hour, of
instructibn in the understanding and use of CAFIAS while
the control group received nO slch trainingo  The studёnt
teachers exposed to｀CAFIAS ☆ere f6und tb be more indirect
in their teaching patterns.  They allowed fbr more verbal
and nonverbal student contribution, mad6 more use of
]:i:itili:1'i::si:ii:eolfti:Iiellileil:iS' ani n°
nv:rbal、γ
Expanding鰤与。gel,s (1976)study further, G6tty｀(1977)
used CA,IAS on 301Ъhysi al education stuilent teachers to
determine a ldifference bδt"e n those instructed and
superv■sed in ■nteraction analys■s and those rece■v■ng no
instruction o・r supervisiono  Subjects in the treatment  '
group received 15 hours df instruction and expelience of
behaviors ubing CAFIAS.  Univariate analySiS of varianCe
identified six of the eight CAFIAS variables that
contributed significantly to the between group difference.
The six variaぢ■Os in the order that they contributed to
the significant between groups difference were pupil
verbal in■t ation,Student、s ggested; tOacher use of
acceptance and praise, veibal; pupil nonverbal initiatibn,
student Suggested; pupil nonverbal initiation, teache■    i
suggested; pupil ヤerbal・in tiation, teacher su.ggosted;
and teacher use of questiohing, verbal.  Teacher      .ヽ
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contribution nonverbal was. the only variable of CAFIAS n
found signifiiantly different due to testing periods
Various interaction analysis systems have been
devel'oped to analyze numerous aspects of physical
education classes. Interaction analysis has' also been
used to observe pre-service teachers and studeat teachers,
but never with certified physical educators/coaches. fiis
could be a valuable too1. when used as feedback for 1,
inproving the daily lesson of those teachers with
teaching experience.
The Observational Svstens Us6d
to Look at Coaches
For over 40 years researchers in education have been
concerned with: a way to Systematically observe and aiaLyze
teaching in the classroom. These instruments have been
developed for use in stud-ying climate and behavior in the
learning setting and for self -analysis of the tea'ch'ing act.
Teaching deals with performance in situations that are
relaxed and eonfortable; coaching involves performance
under stress and in competitive situations. The teacher
must coach at times, and the coach' becomes a teacher whel
needecl. In coaching as well as in teaching the 'leader's
job is to bring out the best in the person, regardless,of
the person's inotives for b.eing in the classroom or on. the
practice field. Thus, a teacher ancl a coach are one in
the same (Nea1, 1969) .
¬  '       ●…●― ヽ~
Because sports are a psych01ogical educational
experience ,nil beCausざ p ay rs musぜ be instructed in the
pr6per use of skills, Gallon (1974)Stated that COaching ・
■n actuality is teaching.  Descr■bing coaches and teachers,
Lawther (1951)stated that the coaching″of sports is a
type of teaching, ッet differσht from・the regularly      .
scheduled and required clas,r00m or physical education
instructibno  coaches are cOistantly working、with yOu g
athletes, at the peak of thёir nthusiaSh.  Thus, it is
usually bbtter to coach the beginners separate fron the  _..
varsity.  Besides, the best teaching secms to・result when
the group ,iZe is small and not as diVerse in th′eir
abilities (Lawther, 1951)・  It has beёn stated (Gaylord;
1967; .Lawther, 1951) that COaching is the art and science
of teaching thrOugh,・spo ts. It iS believed by Caylord (1967)
that・a C:oach is a teacher in every sense of the word.
Al■ost aゴ1■Oiches either tetch・an′academic or       J
physiごal eciЧittton class as well'as coacih, Or teach.:their
sports.  A toach in thσ high school athletic program should
be a certified teacher regularly employed in the sch6ol
system (Poindeドter G MuShier, 1973)。  Couches that are
certified physiCal dducatPFS havё thざ alザhntage・Of 
′
    . 1
understandingにthe entire pFOgram of sports ald the  ・
relationship of the athletic progran to the total program.
ThiS adVantage iS due to the fact that most coaches either
major or miior in physicali eduCation.  Thus, MaetoZO (11711) '
ヽ
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stated that the best coaches seem to teach physical
education and coach athletics. Coaching is viewed hy
Gaylord (1967) as the most challenging profession,, in many
respects, due to the fact that no other profeSsion requires,
such a high degree of versatilitY.
It is ? fact that many coaches have. been former
athletes (Hendr,y ,, Ig7 2) . Phys ica.l educators are not
. separated from coaches nor are coaches and physical'
educators differentiated from 
"i.f, oiher. The teachcr
instructs individuals in the fundamentals and a;" coach
utilizes the skills that hdve already been learned. The
teacher establishes .techniques; the coach accepts these
established t'echniques and, adds to then by instilling -a
knowledge of strategy, desire to exceI, and self
..t
discip1ine(TutkoG.Richards,1971).Ithasbeen
explained'by Neal dnd Tutko (1975) that coaches and
athletes aie'individuals who have their own personal * ',
problems, in addition to t!e problems arising through
competition. This only complicates the human. relationship
that must be wotkLd out if the players and coaches are to
benefit from the competitive process. The coach is seen by
Gallon (tgi4) to be in both a challenging and rewarding
position that carries a great deal of responsibility.Th.e
high school coach has an uni'que opportunity to contfibutd
to the development of young people in performing the duties
as a constant teacher. This strong influence leads to the
27
develbpme,t Of his/her studentst characters.
Yel=br (1964) stated thht the cOach whO deinOnstratさs
enthus■a m, bOth On and off the f100r, w■1l s00n observeヽ
this attitudё spre■ding tO the var■Ous members Of the
t eaim.  This attitude can alsO be reflected in the wOrkout
and can result in a mOre rapid learning situation.  A
reoccurring calm and dighified attit,de On the part 9f
the coach w■1l serve to create a stability among the.
athletes (Yelger, 1964):  A senζe Of humOr is a■sO een by
Yёager (1964)to be an ittpOrlant part Of all aspects Of
the cOdching professioio  lVi,h the.1みnソ problems to be
solved, a´nd`the numerOus mistakёs tO be tOrrected, a lack
Of humor on the part of the coach w■1l make for a
diffiCult and dismal life.  Each student cOmmits many
errors over an extended iper■od Of time which many,could
not t01erate, but the coach is fOrced tO meet each
situatiOn in good Ⅲumor and understandingo  This hulor .  、
applied in COrrect amounts will make fOr a mOre relaxed
tёam (γeagOr, 1964)。  Agreeing with Yeager (1964), ,
Gaylord (1967) stated that cOaches as well as players
should have fun.  In Order ttO insure fun for the players,
Gay10rd (1967) suggested t,,t the cOach deve10p his/her ′
enthusiasm and excitation,′as well.as humor.
Gaylord (1967)also suをgeSted that cOach6s need,tO
dismiss the halel, anger, fe91ings of ill.―will, jealousy,
distrust, and fear that have.been lmplanted in the■r
28
minds if they are going to teach properly. A playerrs
attitudes, habits, and actions can be altered which shows
an even greater need for careful teaching. A need is
seen by Neal and Tutko' (1975) for athletes to be able
to contribute when possible and in ways that will not
disrupt the essential duties and decisions that must be
made by the coach in his or her leadership capacity.
Coaches and players can work.together toward. a common goal'
that is rewarding and beiieficial to each even though
there exists.this hierarchy oi feaa'ersfrip (Neal and Tutko,
197 5) .. Tlie coach, suggests Poindextbr-and Mushier (1973).,
establ ishos th6 gu-idel ines ' of' behavior f or th'e team to
follow-without diminishing or depriving them of their
responses and at the same time nolding a team'-squad
atmosphere.
. 
The ideal tine allotted for players and coaches to ,
develop this indivi'ilual talent, team. ski11, and spirit is
seen by Poindexter and Mushier (L973) at practice
sessions. Positively structured practice Sessions increase
the leve1 of expectency anb can improve performance
(National Association for Sport and Physical Education
of MHPER, 1975).
Data collected by vanek and cratty (1970) indicated
that the more successful coaches are those who have
adapted to a democratic'approach and yet at the sane time
behave in a flexible nanner, exeriing authority when needed
?29
and extending adviie when it is appropriate to the team
members that need it. The interactions of coaches and
their athletes have riot'bebn given the attention needed
by researchers. There seems to be a [eed for coaches to
be nore flexible and.less iloninant'in their coaChing
approach (Hendry , Lg72). 
,;.
The measurement of -coaching should be undertaken for
the purpose of critici'zing the program in a constructive
way (Gaylord, 1967). Such a check is to give the coach a
chance to sge how successful his/her coaching has bee1r:
This check wil,l give a direction for future enphasis 'as
well as indicate accomplishnents from the past.
Tutko and Richards (1971) have developed a rating
scale that, when used for several observations, can lead
to a iletectable behavior pattern, and this plttern may
provide the coach with neaningful information. The
observations are gathered and used by scouts at a contest
to develop a psychological game plan when they meet the
opponent. This game plan approach intends to take
advantage of individual weaknesses in the opponent.. The
area of the scale that is missing fron the opponentrs team
becomes the point of attack.
A 4z-item rating scale has been'developed to be used
by athletes to evaluate their coachr'o, it can be used by
others that know the coach well or are closely associated
with the athletic progr.am.. The rating points and 'lvords
cles c
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emotio,al=y Stable, 50Ciuble, dOminaht, trusting, could  l.'
frёeiy express aggressioI, yet had low interest in the
depending needs of others.  The coaches that have rev■ew a
Ogilvie and Tutkols book consistently report that they
considered coaches generally not very trusting people.  A
study of traits underlying behaviors conCl■ded bソ Hendry    ^
(1968)showed COaches to be ・intellュg nt, aggressive
individuals, who were also anxibus and insecure.  Athletes
wbrg asked to subjectively assess a coaches' perSolality;    “
they were presented a scale of charaしteristics and chose `
those of intelligent, . ociable, stable, consc■entious      _
individuals with driving, dominant qualities.  The pthletcs
perce■ved coaches as trust=ing, enthus■a ic, yet self― リ
controlled, relaxed, and assured。
The systems adapted to be used for analyzing actual    、
l  in―service coiches' behavior5 have not been as plentifui   l
as the systens adapted for use by eduCators.  In an attempt
to analyze the coach, Cratty (1973) categOrized the CQach'ζ
behavior in accordance to his P9rsonalityo  DanielsOn,
Zelhart, and Dilke´(1975)mゴintdined the di‐stinction     i
betwёen desciipti.on and evaluttiOnl_and initiaぜedi a Step
toward an adequate description of coaching behaviprs.        .
The subjects were 160 secondary hOck9y playerS wぃO We e
asked to determine the 'dimensionality 9f common
coaching behavidrs as they perceived them・  ThrOugh         .
multidimensional scaling, eight・interpretable
¬32
constellations commonly perceived as coaches'.     ヽ     1
behaviors were called:  こompetitiVe train■ng, initiatioll,.
interpersonal team operation, sodial, representation,   ・       ・
'           organ■zed commun■cation, ■ecpビn・tion, and general exc■tmёnt.
,          Another study by_Sボith, Smoll, iand Hunt (1977)      ｀
developed a behavioral assessment system fOr coding and
l            analyZ・ng the behav■ors of athletic coaches ■n a n tural
幅          ｀ setting.  The Coaching Behavior′Assessm nt System (CBAS)
consisted of 12 behavioral categories derived from content
analyses of coaching ちδhav10rs during practices,
scrimmages, and games.  The results concluded that
observers can be trained to use CBAS with a high degree of
reliability´and accuracy in coding the behav■ors of
baseball coacheS.  This reliability lnd aCCuracy in
‖           coding the behiaviors of baseball coaches is increased due t      '
||:           :itilii:i:: ::[:rilic::legii::'silieiili:i: :i :::i:iiiikc‐
basketball and soccer where the.gameヽaction ■s cpntinuous
because ■t is difficult to 'determ■ne when the coach is
responcingo  Tharp.and Gallimore (1976)have ShOWn that a
behavioral coding system simil'ar、to C,AS can be applied to :
basketball and still maiitain d high interobserver           。」
...           re´liabュlity・  Tharp and Callimore (,1976) obserVed 15            ′
l           practice sessions of 」ohn Wooden (fOimer basketball Coach
ill           fo UcLA)using a lo category systざm。.  Observations of         _
「 .          2,326 acts of teaching by 」Ohn WQoden over a period of130    .
1L
｝?
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ilburs were ぜh i reCOFdざd rand Class■fied・into these 10  ‐
categor■es.                .
Observing 51i4 qoliさ
=iate male athletes, LaCrand's  r 
｀
(1970) subjects ihCluded at least twb different coaches
riom the same Sport'dur.ing thσir high schoo1 0r・C01legO    .
care'er who had been a member of 五
)team for at least One
full ζeasO五.  He hnゴlyZea tho liehavioral とharacteristicS
01 athletit coaches in fOur s,Orts: 
‐
(1)baSketball,  ｀
(2)wrestling,‐(3)s‐ocCer, and (4)tenniS・  Th  athle`tes ‐ `
mentioned individual help cir instruction aS their most
frequent response, the use of discipline by the coaChes
as an accepted and helpful tpart Of paltiCipation, and their
coaches' insbiratiOn as an aid tO their performance.
A study by Bain (1978)describea the values and normS
implicit in se・co dary scho01 physical education clasSes
and athletic tbam praとtices.  She was primarily Concerned
in the differenceS between malel and female physiCal     ・
educators and between teachers and cOaches.  She μSed
the 1976 revision of the llilplfcit values lnstrument fOrヽ
PhアS´iCal Education to C01lect ごa a which ons■sted of
three subsectiOns:  (1)ObServation・Of teacher verbal
behavior, (2) obserVatiёn of cl ss organiZatiOn, and
(3) a queStiOnnaire concer■ing procreluraユ r gulatiOns.
The data were scored On seVen valuё dinensionS:
(1)autOnOmyl (2)competitiVe achievement,              
‐
(3) instructional achieveieit, (4)Orderliness,    '
「 「?‐‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ? ‐ ‐ ?
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(5) privacy, (6) spdcificity, and Q\ uhiversatism. From
:
hei results dain (1978) conclud"ed that female subjects
scored higher on privacy and insiruc.tional achievemqnt;
that the coaChes scored higher than- the teachers on
privacy, instructiondl achievemerit , 'hnd specif icity; ancl
that the teachers scored higher, than'coaches on the
:
univeisal.ism dimens ion.
A study ioncluded by Kasson (19^74) used IA to analyze
the coach and the physicat' educator. The verbal and
nonverbal behavior of the teacher/coach in physical
education and athletic programs at the university 1bvel
three sports: (1) wrestling , (2) basbbal1, and (3)
gymnastics was descr■bed by him.  He found ithe gymnast■cs
physidal eduCator/こoa h as the niost direct and nonverbal
in both physichl education,and athletics. Athletic
coaches were not more direct in the coaching of athletes
than in the teaching 6f physical educatiOn students.  In
both env■ronments there was found to be more direct than
■ndirect behav■or.  From these results ■t was a so
concluded」by Kasson (1974)that nOnvё rbal behavior in
physical educatiOn was greater than verbal behavior,
while the amount Of こoaching verbal behavior in the
athletic sessions was gr9atOr than the nonverbal behavior.
The Mancuso Adaptation for・Verbal and Nonverbal Behavior
with some modifications was used by Kasson (1974)as
his recording instrument.  1                        ■
??
、??
?
????
..
The f irst'' itudy' of coaches' behavigr, to- the
investigatol's knowledge, using CAFIAS as the testing
instrument compared thё.behaviors oi seCOndary physical
educators and coaches and was coicluded by Agiew (1977).
Using univar・iate analysis Of variance, she found four out l
of the eight CAFIAS variables tO bё Significant.  Thesё
four variables favored,in,the coaching situation were
(1)teacher use of questェoniig, V6r‐bal; (2)teacher use
of acceptance and pr,ise, Verbal, (3)teachёr use of   i
acceptance and pFaise, nonvOrbal: and (4)pupil n6nverbal
initi.ation, teacher suggestion。
Summarと
In the 1950「s,・ Baleb (1950)was the first to introduce
the term '・interact■on proc9SS analysist',  At first
verbal behavior was the only behafi6讐 used fof
observational purposes. Flanders' (1970)deve10ped the
most widely used system of IA to analyze the verbal
aspeCt of classroom behavior.  ModificatiOns of Flanders'
SySteFn haVe gince been devёloped to include specific
subject material (Amidon G Hunter, 1966; Flanders, 1970;
Furst, 1971; Hoover, 1975:: Mosこowitz, 1966).  Newer
systems were developed to analy2e managerial styles of
classroom teachers (FinkelStei■, 1976; Reed, 1975) and
the manner in which teachers and students influenced
different ゼeaching and learning patterns (Aschner, 1967;‐
Hughes, 196ブ; Koh,, 1967)。「
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1n 1971, Anderson (1975) and his assbiciates collected
a data bank of 85 v■deotapes Of elementary and secondary
school physiCal education・classes.  Observation systems
used to ■dentify spec■fic aspects of these lessons have
been developed fron these videotapes.  FIAS was used
by Nygaard (1975)to analシze the verbal behavior of
teacher, and students in physical educatiOn and als6 serャёd
as a basis for the systemb Of Doughёrty (1971) and
Melograno (1971,)。  Recogiizing the need for a           ,
sophisticated system to recOrd the special demands thatR
physical educat10n placed on previOJs・classr om′
observational techniques, Cheffers (1972) inStituted CAFIAS.
CAFIAS included categorieS for vorbal and nonverbal
behaviors, identified the teaching agent, the structuie
of the class, and descr■bed th  type of student response
by adding an extra categ9ryL  A humber Of studies
(Cetty, 1977; Hendrickso五, 1175; R chester, 1976;
Vogel, 1976)have uSed cAFIAS as their treatment in
testing its effedts_on teacher education.
Researchers fOr thc past 40 years have been trying
to discover a way to systematically Observe dnd analyze   ・
teachers and coaCheso  All in agreement_with｀one a other,
Gallon (1974); Gaylord (1,967); Lawther (1951〕; and`
Neal (1969) state that a tbacher and a coach are one
in the sameo  An athlete will later become a coach
(Hendry, 1972) just as・a coach・usu lly has sOme type of
―
―――
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background in physical-.education (Maeto zo, !971). Check ,
lists and rating sca1& have'been us'ed (Fiiedrick, 1953;'
Gaylord , 1967; Griffin , L962 Tutko G Richards, 1971) to
i
evaluate a coach, but the observational systems developqd
are more accurate'(LaGrand, 1970; Snith, Smoll $ Hunt,
Lg77; Tharp & Gallimore , Lg76). The physical educator
'and the coach hirve been observed (lgt", , L977; Bain, 1978;
,Kasson, L974) in both settings. However, only Kasson
(Lg74) and Agnew (Ig77) harie used IAS to observe the coach,
and Agnew (Lg77) wats the only study found by the
investigator that used CAFIAS as the. observational system.
To take,the next logical s'tep, a study needs to be
conpleted that do'es not just describe the physical :
educator /coach. This would include a study that trains
the. physical educators and coaches in CAFIAS, and givbs
them somd 
.ayp" of feedback on the -behaviors they exhibit
while coaching" and' teaching.
??
???
?
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Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter defines the popul'ation for this :tudy,
thd method of assignment of subjects' to'groups, the
treatments.administered tb each group', and the testing'
instrument ernployed to measure the interaction patterns
of the subjects. Thg establishment of coder re1iabi1ity,.'
method of data collection., and-the statistical procedures
applied to the data are also described.
.t,'..
Selection' of Sgbj ects
The subjects for this study included ZO team sport
coaches at the secontary '1eve1 .who coached a team sport
for 1978. The coaches were selected from the central
New York aTea. The team sports coached by the 20 subj ects
were basketball" and baseball/'sbftbal1. The Z0 subj ects
included'six female coaches , LZ maL'J .or.ir"r, aird two male
coaches who coached f enale athl.et.es . The subj ects '
years of coaching experience were d'i.vided into four
groups: (1) seven coaches had 0-3 ,years; (2) three 
"coacltes
had 4-6 years; (3) five coaches had.7-9 yeais; and (4)
five Coaches had greater- than 10 years. The mean for the
years of coaching experi'ence of the,coaches in the 'control
group was 5.7 years. The.'mean for the years of coaching
experiehce of the coaches in the treatment group was 5.8
years. The investigator asked the subjectsr permission
to parti"cipate in the study ahd then randomly assigned
:58
マthem to either treatment
a coin.
- ?oJJ
control groups by the flip of
. ,Treatm.ent of Subi ects
Each subject of the'control group was filmed by !h"
investigator on three separate occasions during their
practice session. A weeks practice schedule for each
subj ect was obtained by the investigator and from this
i
schedule a day was, decided to tapg. The subjects. w'ere not
notif ied when they irroufd 'be f ilmed.. No prior lnStructi<in
in CAFIAS was given to these subjects before they were
f.ilmed. The control group received conventional
supervisory feedback after 
"their tapings. The subj ects
in this group viewed and iri'tiqued their videotaped
practices with the investigator
The subj ects in the treatment group were filmed by
the investigator on three separate occasions. After the
f irst and second Videotaped .p_ractices, this group received
instr,uction in CAFIAS. The. categories of CAFIAS, the
,,'
ground rules of, coding this system, as well as the use and
effectb of varying the teaching agent and. practice
structure were discussed. Each subject received a
computer prin_t-out of their first and' second videotaped
practices depicting the coach-athlete interactions
described by the CAFIAS paxameters.
Testing Instrument 
..
Cheffers"' Adaptatibn oF Flander.s' Interaction'
???
?
´
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Analysis System.(CAfinSl (Cheffers, Lg72), was used to
measure the coach-athlete interaction patterns and
behavior in this study. This system was,developed
primarily for use in 'physical activity 'classes. CAFIAS
objectively recorded verbal and nonverbal behaviors;
identified specific teaching agencies and practice
structure,ande1aboratedonstudentreSponsebehavior
The behaviors measured. by CAFIAS were recorded every three
seconds, or as often as they changed. 'Through the blind
live interpretation of ..comparison, it 
.was determined that
CAFIAS neasured aspects oT human'behaviors that could not
be measured by FIAS beyond the ,05 level of signiffcance
(Cheffers, l-97Z).. Conparing FIAS to CAFIAS, Cheffers (1972)
also stated. that CAFIAS is a valid instrunent. Appendix A
.:
includes the categories cif CAFIAS
Coder Reliability
Coder reliability* for thiS investigation.was assessed ;
by the use'of the Spearman rank-order correlation. The I
*Dr. Victor H. Mancini undertook. the followihg steps
to insure competency in the use of CAFIAS:
1. The cours'e "Obseiver Systen in Human Movemeht"
was taken at Boston University. 
i
2. He was- trained further by Professor Cheffers
throrigh coding numerou3 human no-vemenl classes.
奮
|
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rankings for four randomiy selected practices coded by
Dr. Vi'ctor H. Mancini at'Cwo independ.ent observations were
subjected to the Spearman rank-order correlation. Matrices
and data of this analysis are found in Appendix B.\
Procedure
Each.subject in this investi$ation was videotaped
during his/her practice se'ss ions . The f irst ?r,d second
videotapes served as part of the training program for both
treatment and control groups, however, only the thircl tape
was used for tle purpose of data collection. Subjects in tlre
control group received no instruction in CAFIAS. Subjects
in the treatment grouP received:
1. An introduction to the concept of obj ectivery
identifying the classroom behaviors.
3. Explbnation of computer print-outs of cAFIAS
parameters using three hand-outs. Appendix C includes
examples of these hand-outs
4. Review of computer print-out of his/her
videotaped practice'S .
5. Review of their viedotaped practices '
Method of Data Collection'
Data for final analysis were.collected from the
videotaped practices of each subject. The'practices were'
coded by 'Dr. Victor H. Mancini using CAFIAS'
「
‐
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scor■ig of Data
The raw data collected from the COdI■g of CAFIAS・by
Dr. Victor Ho Manc■n■ Were tranSpoSed to computer data
cards for computer analysis.  The computer ,ompiled the
raw data into ratios and percentageS for the e■ght
variables identified by CAFIAS.  S´Cores compiled by ,he
computer can. e vibwed in  ppendix D.
Treatment of Data
Multivariate analysiS of variance was perfOrmed to
determ■ne whether differences ■n cbaching behav■orも as
identifi'ed by CAFIAS existed´between th  treatment and
control、groups.  These results Were'then subjected tO
univariate analysis Of variance tO identify which Of the
e■ght CAFIAS variables COitributed S■gnif cantly tO any
differences between the tWO grOups.  The 3ercent that eac,
variable contributed to the significant difference was    I
depicted using disCriminint functioh analysis.  A
statistical signifiCantァdifference at the .05 1evel was  ,
required for SignifiCanCeo  All the resultS Were0
interpr9ted according tO their statistical significance.
Sunmarと       ,
The sibjects fOr this Study were COaChes`at the
secondary level,whb COached a team｀Sport from the central.
New York are`a.  They were randOmly asSigned to either
treatment or COntrol groups by the flip of a coin。
.Ontrol subjects were administered Coliventional
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supervisory feedback regarding their.coaching; The
treatment group received instruction and supervision in
CAFIAS. Each subject was videotaped three times during
their practice session. The first two tapes were used for
the treatment phase of the study and the third tape was
used for data collection. Data for the analysis were
collected fron all thb tapes and coded .by Dr. victor'H'
Mancini using cAFIAS. cAFIAS'observed the verbal and
nonverb'al behavior, determined the coaches't behavior, and
was used to code all tapes of'each subj ect. scores for
each of the eight varidbles identified by. CAFIAS for eaCh
subj ect were transposed onto computer cards for computer
analys is .
Multivariate analysis of variance was used to
deternine significant differences in coaching behaviois
between groups. Univariate analysis of variance on each
of these CAFIAS variables were identified and accounted
for the significant amount of between group variance and
the variance due to testing periods. The percent that
each of the CAFIAS variables contributed to the between
groups and testing periods differences was determined by
discriminant function analYsis
■ ―~~   ―       ― 中        ―― ― ~… '        ・ =―
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Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The affects of instruction and supervision in Cheffers'
Adaptation of Flanders I Interaction Analysis System on ttre
coaching behaviors of secondary coaches were studied. The
subj ects were team sport coaches on 'the secondary level
from the central New York area.
Presented in this chapter are the results of the
statistical analysis of the data obtained fron this'study. '
This chapter has been divided into three sections: coder
reliability, analysis of coaches' interaction data, and
the summary
Coder Reliability
In order to enhance the reliability of the coder for
thisinvestigation,fourvideotapes,twofronthe
treatment group and two from the control group, were
randoml-y selected by the investigator. The tapes were
cdded by Dr. Victor H. Mancini during two independent
observation periods. A Spearman'rank-order correlation
was determined by comparing the top 10 ce11 concentrations
for the two independent.observations of each tape. The
mean score of the correlation was .9937, which was
suffieient enough to show that the coder is reliable. ! -
Data fron the compared observations are illustrated in
Table 1.
44
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Table l
Coder keliabilityす
Subj ects Spearnan Rho ??
9 Control
10 Control
1 Treatnent
3 Treatnent
.9959
。9959
.9878
.9957
.9957
*Coder reliability determined by a Spearman Bbg
comparison of the cbding of teacher behaviors for the
first and second observations.
46・
Multivariate Analvsis of Variance
o'f CLassrocim Interaction Data
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was
perforned on eight variables identified through the use
of Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders I fnteraction Analysis 
_i'
Systen (CAFIAS). Presented in Table 2 are the cell means
for the treatment and control groups on the. eight CAFIAS
variables from the final taping period, The MANOVA results
for the eight CAFIAS variables can be viewed in Table 3.
The theta (g) value for the between groups difference was
.g77, which has 1, 3, and 4.5 degrees of freedom and was
significant at the .05 level. The finding of these
significant between groups difference led to the rejection
of the hypothesis that there would be no statisticaily
significant difference in lhe coaching behavior of secondary
school coaches who received instruction in the use of IA
and those coaches who clid not re'ceive instruction in the
use of IA.
The univariate analysis of valiance on each of the
eight CAFIAS variables (presented in.Table 4) identified
six statistically significant variables due to between
groups difference which favored the treatment group. These
six variables arg (1) teacher use of acceptante. and praise,
verbal with an F value of 304.95i (Z) teacher. use of
questioning, verbal with an F. value 'of 34. 05; (3) pupil
nonverbal initiation, teacher suggeStion with an F value
電
?
?
?
?
?? ?
ぜ゛.1_Table 2  ,
Cell Means for Testing PeriOdS
Eight CAFIAS Variables
Variables   Treatment Group    control Group   Overall
?
?
TQV
TQNV
TAPV
TAPNV
PVITS
PNVITS
PVISS
PNVISS
20.32お
14.55X
86.99脅
64。80お
92.151
88。90彙
12.83
7.49
4.31       12.32
.85         7.59
26.65       56.82
56.24        50.52
72:59        82.37
41.00        64。95
8.88       '10.85
5。16         6.32
おP  く`05
M
‐
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Table 3
Multivariate Analysis of Variance
Contrasting Treatment. and Contrbl Groups
Using Eight CAFIAS Variables
Degrees of Freedom
?
?
?
?
S    M    N
1      5     4.5 。977 く.01
Table 4.
univariate AnalゾsiS ,I Vafiance
Contrasting,Treatment and Controユ Groups
using Eight CAFIAS Variab19S
Source of Sun of Degrees of Mean
Variation Squares Freedom SQuare t
Vl TQV        .                                         .
1          1281.60   34.05士Treatment    1281.60
Residua1      677.50       18    ‐        37.64
Total      1959.10       19
49
V2 TQNV
Treatment     914。90       1
Residua1     2843.81       18
914.90    5。79士
157.99'
59.71
TOta1      5758。71       19
v3 TAPV
l    ′   18207.52  304.93士Treatment   18207.52
Residual     1074。79       18
Total     19282.31       19
V4 TAPNV            ´
Treatment    4078.95        1          4078。93   12.61■
Residua1     5824.51       18    '       325。58
Tota1      9903.44       19
 ヽ      鶴
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Table 4 (continued)
Source, of Sum of Degrees of Mean
Variation Squares F.reedom Square t
V5 PVITS
Treatment    1913.74        1
Residua1     3034。14       18
1913.74   11.55彙
168.62
TOta■      4947.88       19
V6 PNVITS
I
Treatment   l1468。1870      1         11468.19   21.45費
534.74
TOta1     21093.4570     19
V7 PVISS
Treatment      77.93        1            77.93    1.10
Residual     1278.19  ′    18
TOta1      1356.12       19                      ヽ
V8 PNVISS                            :
Treatment      27.05        1            27.05    0.43
Res・idual     l127.33       18            62.65
Total      l154.38       19                         _
R P く.05
Residua1     9625。27       19
5L
of 2L.45; (4) teacher use oi 
".."ptance and praise,
nonverbal with an F value of L2.6L; (5) pupil verbal'
initiation, teacher suggestion with an F value of 11.35;
and (6) teacher use of questioning, nonverbal with an F
value of 5.79. 
.
The discriminant function analysis identified th.e
percent of the between groups difference for each of the
eight CAFIAS variables. For the between groups diffeience
involving the treatment effect, PuPil verbal initiation,
teacher suggestion contributed 34.54eo to the discriminant '
function. This was followed by teacher use of acceptance'
and praise, verbal 32.821:?; pupil nonverbal initiation,
student suggestion Il-.7O%; and pupil nonverbal initiation,
teacher suggestion contributed 9.85% to the discrininant
function. The final variables pupil verbal initiation,
student suggestion'added 6.L8% to the discrilninant
function and teacher use'of question, verbal added 4'89U
to the discriminant function. These results are illustrated
in Table 5.
Summarv
Coder reliability was establ-iShed for this
investigation by conparing coding results from two
independent obseryations of the Same videpta,ped lesson'
Two Spearman rank-order correlations 'resulted in a mean
score of .gg37, which was sufficient to indicate that the
coder was reliab1e.
52'
Table 5
Discriminant Function Analysis
and the Eight CAFIAS Variables
for Treatments Effect
Var iab 1 es Standard ized
Discriminant
We ight ing
Squared
Di scr iminant
We ight ing
Percent of
Con'tr ibut i on
to the
Discrirninant
Funct ion
TQV
TQNV
TAPV
TAPNV
PVITS
PNVITS
PVISS
PNVISS
.2211
.0185
。5729
.0003
.5877
.3139
.2485
.5420
.0489
.00o3
.3282
・OQ00
。34154
。0985
.0618
。1170
4.89
。03
52。82
.00
34.54
9。85
6。18
11.70
黎
】
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Multivariate- analysis of variance was used to determine
whether significant differences existed between treatment
and control groups. A statistically significant theta
value of .g77 was obtained for the between groups differdnce
of the eight CAFIAS variables. This led to the rejection
of the hypothesis that there would be no statistically
significant difference in the coaching behavior of secondary
school coaches who. were instructed in IA and those coaches
who were not instructed'in IA.
Of the.eight CAFIAS variables teacher use of
questioning, verbal; teacher uSe of questioning, nonverbal;
teacher use of acceptance and praise, verbal; teachel use
of acceptance and praise, nonverbal; pupil verbaL
initiation, teacher suggestion;- and pupil nonverbal-
initiation, teacher suggestion were the six variables that
yield"ed significant differences in favor of the treatment
group.
??
?
、
Chapter 5
ordcuSSION OF RESULTS
Presented in this chapter'is , aiscussion of the
results that can be concluded from this investigation.
This chapter has been divided into four sections: the
use of interaction analysis, the use of interaction
analysis in physical education, the use of interaction
anslysis on coaches, and the summary
Using CAFIAS as an independent variable and as the 
'
testing instrument, this study was similar to'the studi.es
by Getty (L977), Hendrickson (1975), Rochester (1976),
and Vogel (1976). Previous research completed in the'f iel'd
of physical education (Getty, L977; Hendrickson, 1975;
Rochester, Ig76;-Voge1, 1976) selected 14 variables of
CAFIAS to measure the'teachei-pupi1 interaction patterns.
This investigation used eight CAFIAS variables which.were
specific ratios corhputed to describe more accurately the
type of coach and athlete behaviors that occurred during
the practice session. These variables are listed in
Appendix D.
The Use of Interaction
Analys i s
CAFIAS is an adaptation of Flanders I Interaction
Analysis System. Flanders (1970) developed his system of
interaction analysis in an effort to objectively classify
and record clasSroom verbal interaction. There are two
54
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types Of teaching behav■ors, direct and indirect, that hav9
been defined by FlandeFS (1970). ′Direct teaching
behaviors have beeゴdesごribёd by Flander,'(1970) to be
thOse that linit theistudёn si freedom of action in the  ′
classroom; these behaviors "erle cisplayed by extended
teacher lecture, giv■ng directions, or c■r■tc■z■ig student
behavior.  Indirect teaching behaviors have been described
to be those that encourage the students' freedOm of action
in the classroo面 (FlanderS, 1970).  TeaChers exhibit
indirect behavior when they eicourage student participat19n
and initiative in the classroom process.  FIAS has bee■
used by many reSearChers (Amidon G Flandё, 1971;
Flanders, 1970; Furst, 1971; Gellman, 1968; Giammatteo,
1965; Ne150n, 1966)who felt a need to study the effeCt、S
of direct versus indirect teaching behavior on pupils. All
of these studies have reported the deVelopment of more
indirect teaching patterns in those subjects exPosed tO
IAS.  From the results of this investigation it is evident
that the coaches ■n the treatment gr9up used more ■ndirect.
coaching behav■ors dur■ng the■r practice sess■on  than
the coaches in the icontrol group.  Th9 occurrences of
increased indirect behaViors in the treatment coaches can
be explained by their exposu■e tO CAFIAS.  The CAFIAS
feedback that these coaches rece■ved from th
investigator helped them tO shape their behaviors to
be more motivating and enthusiastic.  These results are
電
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._   in`agreement to thё FI'AS results that have beざn previOuslソ     メ
l  reported。
IiteFaction analysis has been used in the teacher‐
tra■ning process ofi education ■n an attempt to ■solate
the variablos that contribute to attitudinal change.
Furst (1971) instructё
` three grOups 6f.stpdent teachers
in I´A.  The first group received instruction in・IA prior
' to student teachi,g, the second group received
instruction int IA.during student teaching, and the third
group received in,tructiOn in rearning theory while studёnt
teuchingo  She found that the student teachers trained in
FIAS used ■6re aqcepta■Ce behaviOr, asked more questiOns,
had more student talk, and・had more student response
behavior than those not receiving instruction rin FIAS. A
cOmputёr progran was designel by HoOVer (19■5) to・giVe
 ´fcedback to preLserVice teachers trained in an adaptatibn
of FIASo  At the end of their teaching lessonS, the contrcl
:     ―
group rece■v d no feedback whereas the treatment groざp
received feedback・from`FIAS along with viewing ゼheir own
v■deotape of the■r performanCeo  ThiS COmb‐inat■on of
v■deotapes and cOmputer ass■st9d feedback was detern■ned
as useful to the subjects in helping them s,ap9 their
behavior.  ,It WaS further concluded that the system of       、F
feedback given to thes6 teachers ghould be successful
if applied′to a teacher training progr'am.
using the Br?phy and Good Teacher―Child Dyadic           、
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Interaction System, Finkelstein (1976) identified the
teacher and pupil behaviors which inflirenced the different
learning and teaching patterns. The results concluded
that there was a possible existence of classroom behaviors
which are varied by the conceptual tempo of the teacher'l
and the student. From a research project with in-service
teachers conducied by Flanders (1970), it was suggested
that FIAS be used not only as a research tool, but also
as an instructional too1. Studies conducted by Moscowitz,
(1966) and Narotsky (1972) in which FIAS was used as an
instructional-feedback tool indicated that student teachers
who learned the skilIs of IA learned'to record spontaneous
classroom interaction, learned to plot the IA data into a
matrix, and learned to interpret the matrix. The ,trra"rrt
teachers trained by Moscowitz (1966) 
, 
were significantly
more indirect in their teaching patterns and showed
significantly more positive perceptions of -the teacher-
student teacher relationship. Findings by Narotsky
(tg72) showed that there was a significant change in the
verbal behavior in favor of the treatment group.
The Use bf Inter.action Analvsis
in Phvsical Edrication
To record the true happenings in a physical education
class, FIAS was not sufficient since verbal activity could
only be recorded. Researchers (cheffers, L97Z; Deutsch,
1976; DoughertY, L}TL; Love G Barry, 1971; Mancuso, L97?;
「
」
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Melogiano, LgTL) added a nonverbal dimension for physical
education classes. 'Cheffers ' (Lg72) adapted FIAS to
include not ohly verbal and nonverbal behavior, but' his
system allowed the observer to identify the teaching agent,
cLass structure, and the type of student response. CAFIAS
was selected as the observer system for this investigation
due to its established reliability and its particular value
in physical activity situations. CAFIAS, a valid instrirrnent
for recording the behaviors of the physical educator and
coach, has been one of'the most widely used adaptation'of
FIAS in physical education (Batchelder, 1975; Doenges,
Lg76; Mancini, 1g74; Martinek, 1976). The results of this
present investigation a1'e in co+currence with numerous
other IA studies (Getty, 1977; Hendrickson, 1975; Rochester,
lg76i Vogel, Lg76) that have instructed their subjects in
I
IA and have concluded that the subj ects instructed in" IA
)
were significantly more indirect in their behavior t,han ;+
those who ,Jid not receive instruction in IA. Hendrickson
(1975) exposed pre-service teachers to cAFIAS and Rochester
(1976) trained pre-service teachers to code using CAFIAS
whiLe Getty (Lg77) and Voge1. (1976) trained student teachers
in the use of CAFIAS. Certified physical educators were
trained in IA by Deutsch (1976) and Mancuso (L972). These
trained physical educators differed significantly in that
they used more encouragement and increased the amount of
student initiated response fron those not so trained.
~:       ■   ――― ― ● |   ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ■
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The Use of Interaction Anilysis
on Coaches
Neal (1969) stated' that a leader !'s j ob is to bring
out the best in a person., otrd that a coach is a leader. 
.
Since a coach is a leader (Neal, 1969).,' and a teacher and
a coach are.one in the same (Nea1, 1969), it can be
stated that a teacher is also a leader. Gallon' (1974)
states that sports are a psychological educational
experience, and because the players are instructed in the
proper use of skillsr,coaching is. teaching. Thus the
literature found by the invdstigator that relates to
teachers of physical education can be related to coaches'
Reviewing the pait research the investigator iound
only a few studi'es that have observed coaches using check
lists and rating scales (Gaylord , ti6l; Griffin , 19621
ogilvie.G Tutko, 1966; Poindexter "fi, Mushier, Lg73; Tutko
& Richards, 1971) . An even smaller amount of research hab
observed the coach in a systematic way (Agnew, 1977; Bain,
1978; Kasson, L97 4) .
Two studies (Srnith, Smoll, & Hunt, 1977; Tharp q
Gallimore, 1976), were found by the investigator that
developed their own 'systems to'analyze the behavior of the
coach. These result's concluded that ,observers can be'
trained to use this systen with a high degree of
reliability and accuracy in coding, but the systens canngt
be used to obser,ve every sPort'
「 ? ? ? ?
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According to Poindexter .and Mushier '(L973) , a practice
session is an'ideal time for playe'rs 
,and coaches to
develop their talents, team ski11,. and spirit. This
i
investigation videotaped the coaches during'their prdctice
sessions using an IAS (CAFIAS), which' recorded the moment-
to-moment events that occur
Through the use of multivariate analysis of variance,
it was determined for this investigation tha't.there were
significant differences in the coaching behaviors betweeir
the treatnent and control groups. Six of the eight CAFIAS
variables, each favoring the treatment group, were found
to have contributed significantly to the between groups
iiff"r"rr.u. These six'variables identified through
univariate analysis of variance were shown to be teacher
use of questioning, verbal; teacher use of question'ing,
nonverbal; teacher use of acceptance and praise, verbal;
teacher use of acceptance and 
.praise, nonverbal; pupil
verbal initiation, teacher suggest.ion; and pupil nonveitial
initia.tion; teacher suggestion
Discrininant function analysis on the eight cAFIAS
variables revealed the percent contributicin each variable''
nade to the significant between groups difference. These
variables reported from the highest percent to itte lowest
percent are pupil verbal initiation,'teacher suggestion;
teacher use of acceptance and praise 
' 
verbal; pupil
nonverbal initiation, student suggestionl pupil nonverbal
“
T
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initiatibn, teacher suggestion; and pupil verbal
initiation, student suggestion . t'in agreement to this
investigation pupil verbal initiation, teacher stiggested
was also weighted heavilf in the study completed by Vogel
(1976),. Getty (Lg77) , Vogel (1976),,and the investigator
found teacher use of acceptance and praise,.verbal"to
contribute to the discriminant function analysis. The
highest percent of pupil nonverbal initiation, student
suggestion was'reported bf Agnew G977 ) which is also in
agreement to -this investigation.
//Through univariate analysis of variance the present
study endorsed the findings of Getty (L977); Hendrickson,
(1975); and Rochester (1976) on the variable teacher use
of questioning, verbal and Vogel (1976) on the variable
,/
teacher use of questioning, nonverba1.." The CAFIAS.
var■able teacher use of acceptance and pra■se, verbal
also suppoFted by Cetty (1977), Hendrickson (1975),
Vogel (1976)′ ν(n oppOsition to these studies the
investigator f,ound the variable teacher us6 of accePtance
and praise, nonverbal to contribute to the between groups
difference. The coaches used teacher use of acceptance
and praise, verbal and nonverbal together., 4he previous
CAFIAS studies (Getty, L977; Hendrickson, 1975; Vogel
1976) only found the verbal teacher use of acceptance and
pra.ise. 'Ihis difference could be due to the fact tliat
a coach is more enthusiasiic at prac.tice when compared to
was
and
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a teacher・in a classroomo  A coach is also constantly
motivating his athletes.
ノ/1n opposition to tiis investigatiOn Hendrickson (197t),
Rochester 〔1976), and VOgel (197・6).f9und the CAFIAS  ‐
variablё pupil verbal initiation, sttident suggestion to be
sign■ficant、. イupil nonverbal in■tiat■on, student suしgeStiOn
was also: found to be significant by Getty (Lg77) and Vogel t [fl]'
(1976"). flfn goncurrenle with Getty (1g77), He-ndrickson
(1975), aird Rochester G976) the investigator found pup-i-l
velrba-l- and nonverbal initiation, teacher suggestion
contributing significantly to the between groups difference.
Two studies (Agnew, Lg77; Kasson, tg74) were found by
the investigator that utilized IAS to describe the
interaction betweenphysical educators and coaches. Kasson
(L974) contrasted lhe teaching patteins of educators and
coaches by the use of another IAS. From his results Kasson
(I974) concluded that nonverbal behavior in physical.
education was greater than the verbal behavior, while the
verbal behavior of the coaches was greater than the
nonverbal behavior of the physical educator
To further verify this, a comparison of Agnewts
(L977 ) results with the p.resent investigation w-il1 be made.
Agnew (1977) had two groups consisting of physical
educators and coaches. This investigation agrbed with
Agnewr s (L977 ) in that the between groups difference
contributed to teacher use of questioning, verbal;
r¬::う
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teacher use of acceptance and praise; verbal; and teacher
use of acceptance and praise, nonverbal. Disagreeing with
Agnew (7977) this investigation did have a significant
between groups difference on the variable pupil nonverbal
initiation, teacher suggested. This'investigation had
three other significant variables which included teacher.
use of questioning, nonverbal; pupil verbal initiation,
teacher suggestion; and pupil noirverbal initiation,
This led to the rej.ection of the null hypothesis tliat
stated that there'wi11 be no significant differences b-etween
the secondary school coaches who receive inst?uction in
IA and those coaches who did not receive instruction in IA.
The coaches that were instructed in IA tended to be,more
indirect than direct in their behaviors and more motivated
than those not instructed in IA. Instruction in IA was
deemed beneficial to the coach and the athlete through the
use of indirect behaviors in that some of the pressure at
practice sessions were eased naking for a more rdlaxed
atmosphere. The evidence of a relaxed atmosphere are
reported in the results by Flanders (1970) that state that
IA is a method of teacher education that.contributes' to the
developement of a different kind of teachei--a teacher
who uses teaching patterns.that appear to be positively
?，
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The findings rejected the nul1 hypothesis that there
were no significant differences' between'the secondary
school coaches who did not receive. instruction in IA.and-
those coaches who received. instruction in IA. Through
the us'e of CAftAS as the reliable coding ryiturn, six of the
eight variables were significant to the between groups
ciifference. Treatment subjects usetl more teacher use of
questioni.ng, verbal; teacher use of question'ing, nonv'erba1 ;
teacher us,e of acceptance and praiser. verbal; teacher use
of acceptance and praise, nonverbal; student verbal
initiation, teacher suggestion; and student nonverbal
initiation, teacher suggestion
Research using certified teachers as subjects is
lacking. The past research (Getty, L977; Hendrickson,
1975; Rochester, L976; Voge1, Lg76) about the trainecl
physical education teacher can only be found with pre-
service and,.student teachers as subjects. Significant to
this investigation was the CAFIAS variable teacher use of
questioning which is supported by Getty (1977), Hendricksbn
(1975), Rochester (1976), and Vogel (1976). Also
supported by the investigator, Get-ty (L977) , Hendrickson
(1975), and Vogel (1976I was the CAFIAS variable teacher
use of acceptance and praise, verbhl
Also lacking in llast rescarch arc studics using IA
to observe the coach. The s tudies (Agnew , 197.7, Kas son , 
!
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Lg74) found by the investigator observed physical educators
and coaches through IA. Kasson (1974) concluded'that there:
were no differences in the amount of direct behavior used
byr,1s4.t.rr and coaches because both behaviors were
ob'served in both environments. Results found by Agnew .
(Lg77) Showed more indirect behavior'l,rsed in the coaching
setting than in the physical education classes. The
nificant are teacher
use of questioning; ,teacher use of acceptance and praise;
andpupilnonverbalinitiation,teacherSuggestion
These results concluded by Agnew (L977) are identical
to the results found by the investigator with the adclition
of pupiL verbal initiation, teacher suggestion. This
investigation did not only observe the coach as Agnew
(Lg77 ) and Kasson (1974) have done, but the treatment group
coaches received instruction in CAFIAS. Through univariate
analysis of. variance six CAFIAS variables out of the eight
were found to be significant.
Research (Flanders, 1970) in'IA has found that those
peoptre instructed.in IA have more evidence of using more
indirect behavior, in a more relaxed atmosphere, which leads
to more positive student achievbment- Past studies
(Getty , t97T ; Hendrickson, 197-5; Rochest6r , t:il O1 Voge1,
1976) that.have trained pre-service teachers and student
teachers in IA have concluded that a shaping of behavior in
favor of the treatment group is evident' The presen.t
■可
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investigation provided a difference from the 10 subjects
in the control group and the 10 subj ects in the treatment
group shaping the behaviors in favor'of the treatment group.
It is not that the control group is not indirect and does
not motivate or praise their athletes--they do, it is
just that the treatment group praises and encourages much
more than the control group following instruction in IA.
certified coaches instructed i.n cAFIAS provided a difference
in favor of the treatment group. The results reported an
alteration in the behavior of the treatment coaches from a
more direct to a more indirect coach after instruction in
IA. This method of instructing, coaches and physical
educators is extremely beneficial when indirect behaviors
are concluded because the teacher encourages student
involvement in the classroom interaction'
■―
ST.IMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY
@
The effects of instruction and supervision in Cheffers'
Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction Analysis' System on the
coaching behaviors of secondary varsity coaches were 
,
studied.' During Lg78, 20 subjects participated in"this'
investigation who were secondary school coaches of team
sports from the central New York area. The subjects were
randomly assigned to either treatment or control groups.
The treatnent subjects received instruction in CAFIAS; the
control subjects received no instruction in CAFIAS. A11
subjects were randomly video'taped during three of their
practice sess.ions
Data for final analysis for coach-athlete interaction
were collected during the coding of the third videotape
of each subject. The coding was performed by Dr. Victor
H. Mancini using CAFIAS. Scores for each of the eight
variables identified by CAFIAS were transposed onto
compirter cards for data analysis. The computer compiled
the raw data into ratios and percentages for the .eight
CAFIAS variablerJkUoftivariate analysis of variance was
used to determine significant differences between the
treatment and control groups. Univariate analysis of
variance on each of the eight ChFIAS variables ident j.f ied
67
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which variables contributed significantly to th9 between
groups difference.  Discriminant function analysis revealed
the contribution each variable made to the significant
difference oflithe between groups differeゴc . The .05 1evel
was selected for all statistical dec■s■onS.
Through multivariate analysis of variance a signiticant
differёnce between the treatment and control groups was
determincd across the eight CAFIAS variables.  This led to
the rejection oftthe hypothesis that stated that there
would be no sign■ficant difference bёtw en coaching behav■ors
of secondary school coaches who receiVed instruction in IA
and those coaches who did not receive‐ instruc ion in IA.
Univariate analysis of variance identified six of the eight
CAFIAS variables that cOntributed significantly to the
between groups differenceo  The six variables that
contributed to the significant between grOups difference
were teacher use of questionilig, ve子lali teacher us  of
questioning, nonverbal; teacher use of acceptance and
pra■se, verbal; teacher use of acceptanCe and pra■se,
nonverbal; pupil verbal initiation, tbacher suggestion;
and pupil nonverbal initiation, teacher suggeStiOn.  The
discrininant funCtiOn analysis on the eight CAFIAS
variables revealed the percent contribution each variable
made to the discr■m■nant function.
Cgnclus.igns I
Fron the evidence provided"by this investigation the
―
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following concLusions can be'drawn:
1. Secondary school coaches who received feedback
in IA made greater use of verbal. and ironverbal questioning.
than those not trained in IA.
?. Secondary school coaches whq received instruction
in IA used more acceptance and praise, both'verbal a4d
nonverbal, of athletesr ideas ?nd'actions than secondary
school coaches not so trained
3. Both verbal and nonverbal puPil initiated
behavior, teacher suggested was evident in the practice.
sessions taught by secondary school coaches trained in IA'
Reconimendations for Further Study
The following recommendaticjns are suggested for further
study:
1. In IA study utilizing coaches as subjects should be I
undertaken with individual sport coaches and/ot coaches in
specific sPorts
2, A replication of this study should be conducted
with coaches who are working with students at other levels,
such as the college leve1
3. A study utilizing experienced physical education
teachers, exposed to a progran of IA, should be done to
determine if their teaching behavior would be affected'and
how.
?、 ? ? ? ?
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APPENDIX B
CODER'S RELIABILITYR FOR SELECTED
USINC SPEARMAN'S RHO
SUB」ECTS
Subject 9 - Control
Top 10
Cells
Rank
0bservation
0ne
Rank
Obs ervat ion
Two
?
? d2
6-18
5- 5
18-10
20-18
18- 5
18- 6
5- 6
5‐15
20-1ヽ
18 -ヽ20
1
2
3
4
5.5
5。5
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8.5
8.5
10
.00
。00
。00
。00
。50
.50
.00
.50
。50
。00
。00
。00
。00
.00
.25
.25
.00'
I.25
.25
。00
Total 1。00
* 
.9959
Top 10 cells listed refer'to the order of coderrs
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numerical frequency.
.Rank observation one and observation two refer to the
origin of the coding.
d refers to the differences between the ranks of each
cel1 for observation one and observation two.
dz refers to the d column squared.
:胆      CA'F:AS
Nふ. 15     (o町cOed
Grade High Schoql
Setting Control .
' Time Af ternoor-
■ _
zltz 3 13 4 14 5 15 6 16 7 17 8 18ヘ 1ヘ 9 19・10120
| | ユ | ′ |  ノュ13 |
121
|.
|
?
? / 1 | | | /θ l |
?
? グ ュ|グ | |
13 | | | | /1 | ノ | | ・ |
‐
?
．
グ
?
． | |
′
|
|´
5 | 多
?
? フア琢 タ 2 ノ  | 多 ユa フ カ / / |
‐
〓
?
"1/ブ
ι ノ | ″ ユ
?
?
? | | | | ノ | | ノ |フアιl/グ | |
?
?
| | |
| | | |〃 | | |
‐―
??
‐ ダ
|
?
?
? ノ /
?
?
? | | | | |
ノ1/ | ノ1/ | |
?
??
| イ| | 移 | 31 ノ  | | :1/ 71
J
18 ?1//1 gsiE ″17多 /1ユ グ|` ノ|ノ ク|″
| 多1/ | ′|′ ′| / 1 | / 1/ | /′|
1 ュ1/ノビ多|ノ | fl ノ/1ノ ノ | | /1コ | rulzg
?
?
?
?
? ノ1/
?
?
| | |
/1 | ′ 1 / | | | |
1
10 | | | | | | ワ|ク lol td | |
‐
?。
?
? 5lι′
`ン
グ
T
?
． 究アl多 イ|ノ /′31`//夕!/ユか |グ p多!P夕lfルiク7 滲 !2 〆移
Stu
T ′ 1/ 多 1タ グ1/trzt c/ /1/ | t> ル|グ ,多|`や/グユ177ユ |ク γ
%1
? ?
夕.引r多 グ´|`/′′∫lι´ζ/′,/′多′多|′/′ . FI′多.メ
“
rl′ュ り |.ユ .あ「 f.ノ
|
|
|
|
| | |
|
|
?
?
class   Observation Two
N∝ 1´5  0町Coed
3 t,n%|%
84 ヽ
|
Name sllb i e ct_9
Env
CAF:AS
Grade  High Scho61
Sё面ng_10ntr。1  ‐_
Tihe  Afternoё五
7
71
;グ
20
多
StJ
7ι
′7
2 123 13 414 5115 611671178118ヘ 1臥 ロ 19
2 | メ |
?
? !/′lg
12
|
!
可
| / 1
3 ノ | | | | ノセク| | t tl I ′ ∠ | |
13 | | | / 1 | 1 / | |
4 グ|
14
| | |
ノ
| | |
5 3 / μ 2J 7′ /1/ |
15 2o',/lJ ・み ア「
~
|ノ″′
6
| | | |
ノ | | /1%ι l/グ | |
16 | | | | | | 1/2 | |
7∫ | バ /
?
?
?
?
17
| | | | | /1/ | /1/ |
‐8 | グ | φ l 多 /1 | /1/?
?
? ワ / ,|| ″1/ダ
“
?
? 多| /1′グ 多 /
?
?
′|′ | rl/91 ′ | ‖ /1/ | ″ 1'
1 ′
??
? ζl/ | 7 1 /lt t / 1 | /1′ |
|
|
1/1 /1/
19
| | |
ノ
| |
/1/
| | | |
?
?
| | | |
| | 171■1″ ″
―
?
?? ノ .5/1″多|′7
|  ′ 徽 3 イ ノ /′ちι/
`′
!/′ μ / ぞ夕 :J乙2ノ ち乙>!フフ 2 み
T~~ l
T riノ 懲 l多 ′ / ′夕1//ノ多′|′,石    [万 盪 %,′lフフ 2 t;),
|・′′ ′.グ|・多 ′γ .ノ /′ζl ι・ゞ /′夕1/τ/・′|´グ ′グ|′多
`
γζl′.′ ′JI,ュ
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APiPENDIX B (continued)
CODERIS RELIABILITYtt FOR SELECTED SUBJECTS
USINC SPEARMAN'S RHO
Subject 10 - Control
TOp lo         Rank
Ce1ls Observation Observation
One Two
Rank        d       dl
18-20
20-18
18-5
5 -18
6 -18
5- 5
18- 6
5´- 6
8-10
18-10
1
2
5
4
5
6.6
6.6
8
9.5
9.5
.00   ~.00
。oo    。00 '
.00     .00
。00     .00、
.00    .00
.50    .25
.50    125
。00    .00
.50    。25
lo       .50    .25
Total 1.00
お 。9939
Top 10 ce1ls listed refer to the order of coder's
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numerical frequency.
Rahk observation one and observation two refer to the
origin of the coding
d refers to the differences between the ranks of each
cel1 fOr observation ond and observation two.
7do refers to the d column squared.
・      87              ｀
Name  Subject 10 .´ Grade High Schooll
Observation On'e CAF:AS Settins 
_C91go-]
Time- Af ternoon
2 12 slrg el1.4 slrs ′6 16 z.ltt 8118 ヘ 1ヘ 9 1910120
2 | | ノ | | |グ
?
?
?
? | |ヽ
,12 / 1
?
?
?
?
3
| | | | | /1/ | |
‐13 | | / | | |グ /1/ | |
,4 ⊂1/
?
? /
14
| | | |
| |
5 |
?
? t1t,3 /」
?
? | レ7グ 多 /1/ |
15 多 , ノ !1多 /
?
?
6
| | | | | / 1グダ | |
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7 Z/ ユ
?
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l
ユ |ユ |´
!
、17 ノ | | 多 |ユ |ノ | |
8
?
?
?
?
?
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18 / 1
?
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| ´|ダ | ノ | /1 / 1 | | | 1/
9
?
? ユ /
!
ク |ュ
19
?
?
? 多
?
?
| | |
21ユ
| | |
10 | | | | ζlフ r7 | |
20 ′
・
 :
グ薄θ a J
?
?
T ク グ あ iか フ ′ fバ〃 タフ ル κ l//f!タフ/′ θノ ι lι p_′
Stu
T イ1/ん ル フ θ :/″ ,7ユ /ぐ ′ ?? ,j /1 t)? ι l′ 2
% ′′lζ /.夕|ん/′よ|′′0 9・多|んユγ/1.ス/-t | /o /・′|タア・ダ0う12・/ .ァ |`7ア、多|%.ア
・No.   13
 ¨  =・―――一一――一一         ―――― ‐    ]…………88      ~~刊
Name Subj ect 10 Grade High'School. '
Setting Control
Time Af ternoon
Class
"No.
CAFIASOb s e rvat
2112sltg 41 14 5 15 616 7117elre ヘ 1ヘ 91 1910120
|
|
|
|
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? |
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? 多 |ユ 又
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| | |
?
?
| ユ |ユ | | |
| /1ノ
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? /1 | | | ノ|_
9 パフ / ュ |キ
19 メ12´
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| | |
ユ 12 | | |
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ノ
2′
20 7レ″μ 多
T フ1//イ1/′ 71/′71/′ダ |′ ん1′ κ l"J/ノ !′ び Z
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T ワ1/μ /, フ ´ ′ノ!″ 挽″|′ /fl『κ l力」ノ′Lλク ι lι ′
`
″
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『
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APPENDIX B (COntinued)
CODERtS RELIABILITYtt FOR SELECTED SUBJECTS
USING SPEARMAN'S RHO
Subject 1 - Treatment
Top lo
Cells
Rank
0bservation
0ne
Rank
0bservation
Two
?
? d2
20-18t
l&-20
5-1ヘ
1へ…3
1&-5
5- 5
ヘー3
&-10
lS-10
10-&
1
2
5
4
5
6
7
9
9
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
。00
。00
。00
.00
。00
。00
。00
1.00
。00
1.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
1.00
.00
1.00
Total 2.00
黎 。9878
Top 10 cells listed refer to the order of coderts
・マミ
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numerical freqdency.
Rank observation one and observation two refer to the
origin of the coding
cl refers to the differences between the ranks of each
cell for observation one and observation two '
L2 refers to the d column squared.
Name Subj ect One
Class
No.
Observation One
―――――      .―――-91          -劇
Grade  High school
Setting Treat■enlt  ・
Time_二▲ftern
CAF:AS
2112slts 4 14 5 15 elts 7 17 8118 へ 11臥 91 1910120
2 ノ1移 | グ // ノ | / |グ マ1//′ |ュ
?
?
12ダψ / 7 ♪|プ
|
ユ12.
3 マ1/ | /′| /711グζl多 21 1多 ιl♪3グJ拿 |
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15
|
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8 |
``|ノ
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|
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l
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"|ダ
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l
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19
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ζ
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Stu
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`|・
/ ty.A t.b z.zl a.o /.グ|./ノ:テ|`D夕ιl。。・o2.o I r.y s-,., I 4
Name, Subj ect One
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Grader・Httg塾二SCh001
Class1  0bservation TwO        CAF:AS          Setting Treatient
NO・丁
~21    (ユ
ユ≦堅型              二 Time
2 12 313 4 14 5 15 616 7 17 818 ヘ 18ヽ 9 1910120
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?
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“
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6
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|
″1/
?
?
17 /1/ | | | | | | | |
8 | ιl/・ 多 | ′ | | | | | |
18
l
ユ1/ιl// ″
?
? ノ1/ / 1 よ ユ
?
? /7
「
|ク り|ダ 釧
?
?
? 〃 1/
?
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|
/  1.ラ≧― ι
l
2 ノ |
|
|
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| ダ |
?
? /1
| / 1 | | |
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20 / 1
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Stu
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APPENDIX B (cOntinued)
CODER'S RELIABILITYtt FOR SELECTED SUB」ECTS
USINC SPEARMANIS RHO
Subject 3 - Treatment
Top 10 Rank
Obs ervat ion
0ne
Rank
Observation
Two
d2
?
?
18、-20
20-18、
18、-3
5-8
5-18
5- 5
181- 5
5- 5
8、-3
2-1&
1.5
1.5
3
4
5
6.5
6.5
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
7
6
8
9
10
.50
.50
.00
。00
。00
。・50
.50
。00
:00
。00
.25
.25
.00
.00
。00
.25
。25
.00
.00
。00
Total 1。00
* 
.9939
Top 10 ce1ls listed refer to the order of coder's
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numerical .f requency.
Rank observation one and observation two refer to the
origin of the coding.
d refers to the differences between the ranks of each
cel1 for observation one and observation two.
)dL ref ers to the d column 'squared.
Name Subject Three
Class
No.
CAF:AS
95
Grade High School
争ting
Time
Treatment
Afternoon
Obs 壼19■L
2 12 313 4 14 5 15 elre 7 17 8 18ヘ 1ヘ 911910120
2 ユ |ミ ) 3 /01 | | | ι /7
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NAME
APPENDIX C
EXPLANATION OF CAFIAS COMPUTER PRINT-OUT
DATE
CLASSSCH00L
CAFIAS Categories
Numbers of Percentage of
Behaviors for Behaviors for
Each Category Each Category
2 Teacher Use of Praise--Verbal
tZ Teacher Use of Praise- -Nonverbal
3 Teacher Acceptance--Verbal
13 Teacher Acceptance- -Nonverbal
4 Teacher Question--Verbal
L4 Teacher Question-Nonverbal
5 Teacher Lecture- -Verbal
15 Teacher Lecture-Nonverbal
6 Teacher Direction- -Verbal
16 Teacher Direction- -Nonverbal
7 Teacher Criticism- -Verbal
L7 Teacher Criticism- -Nonverbal
8 Sutdent Predictable ResPonse- -
Verbal
18 Student Predictable Response--
. 
Nonverbal
‐
‐
‐
?
?
?
‐  ,~
「¨
  ■ ●・… … ~~~~~―……          ・――――… …・          
―
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APPENDIX C (cOntinued)
8\ Student Interpretive Response.-
Verbal
1q\ Student Interpretive Response--
Nonverbal
9 Student Initiated Behavior- -
Verbal
19 Student Initiated Behavior--.
Nonverbal
10 Confusion, Disorder, Noise
20 Si.lence
TOTAL
．‥
?
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NAME
APPENDIX C (cOntinued)
DATE
SCH00L CLASS
MA」OR CAFIAS PARAMETERS
Teacher Talk
Teacher Nonverbal
Total Teacher Contribution
Student Talk
Student Nonverbal
Total Student Contribution
S i lence
Confus ion
Total--Silence and/ot Confusion
Teacher Use of Questioning--Verbal
Teacher Use of Questioning--Nonverbal
Total Teacher Use of Questioning
Teacher Acceptance and Praise- -Verbal
Teacher Acceptance and Praise--Nonverbal
Total Teacher Acceptance and Praise
Pupil Initiation Verbal, Teacher Suggested
Pupil Initiation Nonverbal, Teacher Sugge'sted
Total Pupil Initiation, Teacher Suggested
TEACHER
/
ヽ100
APPENDIX C (continued)
Pupil Initiated Verbal, Student Suggested
Pupil Initiated Nonverbirl, Student Suggested
Total Pupil Initiation, Student Suggested
Content Emphasis- -Teacher InPut
Percent
Percent
?????? Verbal Emphasis
Nonverbal Enphasis
Teacher as Teacher
Other Students as Teachers
The Environment as Teacher
Class Structure in One Unit
Class Structure in Individual or
Class Structure with No Teacher
Group Work
Influence
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NAME
APPENDIX C (cOntinued〕
DATE
SCH00L CLASS
SUMMARYOF THE MOST FREQUENT
AMONG THE TOP 10 CELLS
INT RACT10N PATTERNS
FOR TH  CLASS
Interact ion
Patterns
Percentage
of
.0ccurences
L02
APPENDIX D
Classification of Data for A11 Subjects
on the Eight CAFIAS Variables
1. Teacher use of questioning, verbal (TQV) .
2. Teacher use of questioning, nonverbal (TQNV).
3. Teacher use of acceptance and praise, verbal (TAPV) .
4. Teacher use'of acceptance and praise, nonverbal (TAPNV) .
5. Pupil verbal initiation, teacher suggestion (PVITS).
6. Pupil nonverbal initiation, teacher suggestion (PNVITS).
7. Pupil verbal initiation, student suggestion (pVISS).
8. Pupil nonverbal initiation, student suggestion (PNVISS).
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